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Preface
Established in 16th September 2009, IEEE RUET Student Branch took
great pride in celebrating its 5th anniversary this year. It has a good
number of energetic and enthusiastic executives and volunteers,
who run the day to day operations as well as organize the larger
events. IEEE RUET SB, a place for students to gain the necessary soft
skills required to successfully enter the work force, such as
leadership and project management along with their course
curriculum. We're a group of students of Rajshahi University of
Engineering and Technology(undergrad and graduate) who want
to have fun and meet new people, to learn about research and
innovation in technology, to find ourselves and our passions, to
help our community, and to get inspired to change the world
under the counseling and supervision of our honorable teachers.
From the very beginning of the branch we took many initiatives.
We organized national level program along with local and
international seminars. Both technical and non technical were like
Electronic Project competition, seminars on various technical stuffs
along with leadership, workshop on AVR Microcontroller, workshop
on Higher Study Abroad, workshop on entrepreneurship and so on.
IEEE RUET Student Branch is the initiator of IEEE Bangladesh Section
Student Congress by organizing it for the first time in 2012. In the
year 2012, Mr. K. M. Nasim, former chairman of this branch, was
awarded most vibrant student member in IEEE Bangladesh Section.
IEEE RUET Student Branch was declared most promising student
branch in IEEE Bangladesh Section in the year 2013.
Branch executives and volunteers are a motivated, well trained
group of individuals who contribute to the success of the student
branch. In the future, IEEE RUET SB hopes to continue its growth by
continually attracting more members and providing more services
to the students.
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Message from Vice-Chancellor
Prof. Dr. Mohd. Rafiqul Alam Beg
Vice-Chancellor
Rajshahi University of Engineering & Technology
It is my overwhelming pleasure to know that IEEE RUET Student Branch
is going to organize "ETCell Weekend 2014".
"ETCell Weekend 2014" will provide an excellent platform of
exchanging thoughts and ideas on wide varieties of topics on
products or solutions which are technology related. This
Entrepreneurship Camp will bring the undergraduate students from
different universities and experts in this field in a single platform to
exchange their views, ideas which will enhance their technical
knowledge. This will also encourage the students to motivate
themselves. It is expected that this approach will help our students to
enrich their knowledge about their own field.
I would like to express my thanks to all participants and organizers of
IEEE RUET Student Branch and hope the grand success of the event.

Prof. Dr. Mohd. Rafiqul Alam Beg
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Message from Counselor
Prof. Dr. Muhammad Abdul Goffar Khan
Counselor, IEEE RUET Student Branch

Bismillahir Rahmanir Rahim,
In the name of Allah, the most Gracious, the most Merciful.
It gives me immense pleasure to congratulate the IEEE RUET Student
Branch for organizing "ETCell Weekend 2014" at RUET Campus.
This type of program provides opportunities to bridge the gap
between the classroom lessons and real life situations for the students.
Participants from all over the country is excepted to join the event
which will allow them to interact each other , exchange their views
and propagate ones dream among others towards better
achievements thereby building up leadership in the field of
engineering and applied technology which I believe will accelerate
the vision of Reaching the goal of DIGITAL BANGLADESH.
We have formed "IEEE RUET Student Branch", which is a part of a
prestigious international organization, IEEE USA. It organized a series of
seminars, short courses and training program on Electronics and
microcontroller applications, "Meet the leaders in Engineering &
Technology" program etc. in the recent years. All such co-curricular
activities help the students achieving better mental health and
sharpening their capabilities. I take this opportunity to invite all the
students of RUET to take membership of those groups, clubs and
branches and be a proud partner towards the effort of building bright
future of the nation.
"ETCell Weekend 2014" contains several events covering almost all
directions of the knowledge acquired in classroom and their real life
projects by the students. I express my heartfelt appreciation to every
member of the organizers for their sincere efforts for this program.
I wish complete success of the "ETCell Weekend 2014".
May the Almighty be our help in all of our good deeds.

Prof. Dr. Muhammad Abdul Goffar Khan
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Message from Editor
Dr. Md. Faruk Hossain

Assistant Professor
Department of Electrical & Electronic Engineering
Rajshahi University of Engineering & Technology

I am pleased to inform you at that IEEE RUET Student Branch is
going to organize "ETCell Weekend 2014". "ETCell Weekend 2014"
will be the platform for undergraduate students from all technical
universities about their sharing views & ideas on "Idea contest on
Entrepreneurship". We feel proud to organize such a substantive
event to gather technical students to exchange their thoughts and
colourful ideas .The experts from different organizations will express
their experience about the latest technology related products and
solutions. All the students will get opportunity to be acquainted
with the ideas & experiences from the participants. In this souvenir,
technical writing of our teachers and information about members
of IEEE RUET Student Branch are also included. A great debt of
gratitude should go to the sponsors and contributors for their
magnanimous support and special thanks for those who worked
really hard for making this souvenir. I hope that this event will be a
successful program and all of you also enjoy this program. Finally, I
would like to thank all the members of IEEE and all subcommittees
for their foresight and immense support.

Dr. Md. Faruk Hossain
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Message from Sub-Editor
Md. Shakhawath Hossain

3rd year student ,Dept of EEE,RUET
Member,IEEE RUET Student Branch

I feel very proud being a part of IEEE RUET Student Branch which is
going to organize ETCell Weekend 2014, a great opportunity for
undergraduate students for sharing their views and ideas on
Entrepreneurship. Working together as a team to make this
program successful will be a memorable event of my life . This
souvenir is designed as a reminder of this event. In this souvenir, we
try to overview the remarks of excellent job done by our IEEE RUET
Student Branch. Technical writing and information about
entrepreneurship are also included here. A great debt of
gratitude goes to Md. Aliullah Sujan, Md. Abdul Al Azmain, Faria
Nawer, Sadia Binte Sohid & Saikat Baroi who worked really hard to
make this souvenir. Finally, I would like to thank all the members of
IEEE RUET Student Branch and subcommittees of this event for their
excellent support.

Md. Shakhawath Hossain
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Message from Chair
Md. Aliullah Sujan

Chairman, IEEE RUET Student Branch

On behalf of the IEEE RUET Student Branch and the ETCell
Weekend 2014 Organizing Committee, I'd like to welcome you all
to ETCell Weekend 2014, to be hosted by IEEE RUET Student Branch
in Rajshahi University of Engineering & Technology(RUET).
We, The IEEE RUET Student Branch members, are excited to
present you a workshop that we have been preparing for the
past few months. We believe that each student has the potential
to take their ideas in whatever contest and make them a reality.
To use the entrepreneur in you, we are offering this program for the
students who are interested in learning about the process of
innovation and entrepreneurship.
ETCell Weekend 2014 would not be possible without the members
who enthusiastically supported and participated in the workshop
at various stages from the very beginning. I thank all the volunteers
of IEEE RUET Student Branch for their hard works and special thank
to The American Center, U.S. Embassy Dhaka for their support.

Md. Aliullah Sujan
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Message from
The American Center
U.S. Embassy-Dhaka

Calvin Hays
Cultural Affairs Officer
The American Center
U.S. Embassy-Dhaka

The American Center of the U. S. Embassy is proud to support the
IEEE RUET Student Branch for organizing "ETCell Weekend 2014" at
Rajshahi University of Engeneering and Technology (RUET).
This event will provide opportunities for students to bridge the gap
between classroom lessons and real life situations. Students of
engineering and applied technology from various universities of
Bangladesh will gather to exchange their innovative ideas and
views and also receive mentoring sessions. Events like this foster
connection between aspiring tech innovators and mentors and
also provide the impetus to the Bangladesh's next generation of
entrepreneurs and thought leaders .
We wish IEEE RUET Student Branch a success.

Calvin Hays
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IEEE RUET Student Branch Photo Album

Receiving Most Promising Student Branch Award 2013

Mr. K. M. Nasim, receiving most vibrant student member award

Celebrating 125 years of IEEE Student Branch
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IEEE RUET Student Branch Photo Album

Workshop on Microcontroller & Embedded System 2009

Workshop on Microcontroller & Embedded System 2009

Short course on electronic project design & fabrication 2010
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IEEE RUET Student Branch Photo Album

Short course on electronic project design & fabrication 2010

Workshop on Broadband Communication 2010

Workshop on AVR Microcontroller 2011
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IEEE RUET Student Branch Photo Album

Annual Dinner 2011 & farewell 06 series

Annual Dinner 2011 & farewell 06 series

Annual Dinner 2011 & farewell 06 series
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IEEE RUET Student Branch Photo Album

1st IEEE Bangladesh Section Student-GOLD Congress 2012

1st IEEE Bangladesh Section Student-GOLD Congress 2012

Seminar & IEEE Activity Presentation
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IEEE RUET Student Branch Photo Album

IEEE R10 Student-GOLD-WIE Congress 2013

ETCell Camp Summer 2013

Charge Handover Ceremony & Farewell 08 series
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IEEE RUET Student Branch Photo Album

Technical Tour 2014

NCPNT 2014

IEEE Annual Dinner at BUET 2014
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IEEE RUET Student Branch Photo Album

Workshop on Higher Study Abroad 2014

Workshop on Higher Study Abroad 2014

Charge Handover Ceremony
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Messages from EXCOM members
IEEE is the leading organization for networking among
engineering professionals. In the year 2009 we realized
the need for a common platform for the all the students
of RUET where they can work together. With this goal IEEE
RUET Student Branch was formed in the same year which
was possible due to sincere effort by students &
teachers. I like to specially thank A. B. M. Nasiruzzaman
sir and Md. Delowar Hossain sir for their active support &
guideline during and after formation of the branch.
Since the beginning IEEE RUET SB has been an active
and vibrant community. The fact that it is a common
platform for all the levels and departments brings a
great opportunity from which more advantage should
be taken. In the end IEEE RUET SB is a group formed in
pursuit of providing students a place to develop team
work & leadership skills and take RUET towards becoming
a better place to study.
Regards
A S M Asadujjaman
Chair: 2009-2010
IEEE RUET Student Branch
Email: ua741c@yahoo.com
Actually due to forming IEEE RUET SB in that time we
could arrange various types of workshop. So it was really
interesting and we enjoyed very much. To organize the
branch firstly the executive members have to take
necessary steps to make awareness about IEEE into
other student who are not involved. The workshop on
various topics like micro-controller, C++, Data
communication, higher study may be arranged not only
for university level student but also for school/college
students so that the IEE RUET SB can participate in social
work to serve the nation. Basically such ETCell program
will be helpful to more fasten our branch. By this way I
hope our IEEE branch will play a vital role in every sector
in future.
Thanks & Regard!!!
Md. Abdur Rakib
EEE'05
Treasurer: 2009-2010
IEEE RUET Student Branch
Email: rakib.ete@gmail.com
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First of all let me begin with the issue entrepreneurship.
Every year tons of engineer's are graduating from
government and non-government universities. Engineer's
start to seek for job after the graduation. Accordingly,
there start a massive competition in the job sector. Job
crisis in Bangladesh in not an uncommon issue. So to
prevail over this issue, the students should be
encouraged to be an entrepreneur in their upcoming
carrier life. I thank the organizers, IEEE RUET Student
Branch to come up with this resourceful workshop. This
will definitely motivate our students mind to be an
entrepreneur. Best wishes for the Entrepreneurship and
Technology Cell going to be held in 19th and 20th June.
Regards
Tanvir Hussain
EEE'06
Vice-Chair: 2009-2010
Chair: 2010-2011
Email: bappi.ruet.eee@gmail.com

While the world benefits from what's new, IEEE has
focused on what's next. As you may know IEEE RUET SB
was founded in 2009. Within such a short period of time
IEEE RUET SB has done a tremendous job! I wish to extend
a warm welcome to fellow members of the branch! I
realize that you are fully dedicated to the organizing
technological events that are helpful for the future of our
engineers! I believe ETCell WEEKEND 2014 will aim at
manifesting the latent entrepreneurial spirit of the young
students. I wish the participants a very fruitful and
productive Workshop & Seminar. In closing, I wish to
express my gratitude to all the members and follower of
IEEE RUET SB.
Thank you.
Regards
Md.Rayhan Chowdhury
EEE'06
Secretary: 2009-2010
Secretary: 2010-2011
IEEE RUET Student Branch
Email:
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I want to mention first how important it is for the engineer's
to be a part of IEEE. This IEEE platform has made a
convenient path for the engineer's all over the world to
share their innovative ideas. So in my view all engineer's
should take up a place in IEEE to cope up with the outer
technological innovations. Consequently we felt the need
of IEEE Branch in RUET. I am very pleased to know the
immense success of IEEE RUET Student Branch.
Entrepreneurship and Technology Cell Weekend 2014 is
going to be held in 19-20th June this year. I thank our
organizers to take this efficient step as because
entrepreneurship has become a climax issue for the
development of our country. I hope the students will be
able to come out from this workshop with their
entrepreneurial determination. Best wishes.
Regards
Abdullah Al Bashit (Dinar)
EEE'06
Student Co-ordinator: 2009-2010
Student Co-ordinator: 2010-2011
E-mail: eeebashit@gmail.com
IEEE is the world's largest professional association for the
advancement of technology. We have started our
journey in IEEE RUET Student Branch in 2009. Now it is
leading successfully so far. In our time fewer students
were interested to be a member of IEEE. It is pleasure to
know that now the students have become much
concerned to become a part of IEEE. This is an impressive
feature of IEEE RUET Student Branch. IEEE RUET Student
Branch is organizing technological events successfully
these days. ETCell Weekend 2014 will be an innovative
path for the students to come up with their new ideas. I
wish ETCell Weekend 2014 will be successful enough. I
suggest our current members of IEEE RUET SB to organize
more national or international seminars to cope up with
the current technology. Wish u good luck.
Regards
Md. Mahbub Hasan
EEE'06
Vice Chair: 2010-2011, Chair: 2011-2012
IEEE RUET Student Branch,
Email: masumm17@yahoo.com
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I am very pleased to know that for the 2nd time in a row
IEEE RUET Student Branch is going to organize
Entrepreneurship and Technology Cell (ETCell) Weekend
2014 on 19-20 June 2014 at RUET. It is indeed a great
pleasure to write a few words for this occasion. IEEE RUET
Student Branch has a tradition to begin new chapters of
events. During my tenure as the treasurer, vice chair and
chair respectively in three consecutive years we tried our
best to organize several events including technical and
non technical both parts which set a standard. I am
happy that the new members are trying to maintain the
constant slope of the high rising success graph of the
branch. This event will provide the opportunity of
networking with some successful investors of our country
which can be a great opportunity for young
entrepreneurs. I am sure that the program will prove itself
worthy to the participants from RUET and other universities
as well. My heartiest congratulations are for the organizers
and members of IEEE RUET Student branch. Thanks to all
the sponsors and investors for their continuous support.
Best Regards
K. M. Nasim
EEE'08
Chair: 2012-2013, Vice-Chair:2011-2012, Treasurer: 2010-11
IEEE RUET Student Branch
Email: rusho.eee.08@gmail.com

IEEE is a platform to explore ones potentials and it has
always challenged me to push myself to get the best out
of me. For this I thank our mentors and all the members
of IEEE RUET SB for their continuous support. There is a
common question from many members that why they
have joined IEEE. Well the answer to that is you have
joined IEEE because you are a smart person and if you
are using this membership to develop yourself and
planning to continue your IEEE membership in future
then you are intelligent too. The key to be a good IEEE
member is to be helpful and well behaved while being
both formal and friendly. And if you are an executive
member of IEEE; observe your surroundings and mind
your steps. Always remember that professionalism is not
the job we do; it is how we do the job.
Md. Sharafat Ali
EEE'08
Graduate Student Member: 2014-Present
Student Member: 2010-2013,
Secretary: 2011-2012, Vice-chair: 2012-2013
Email: sharafat.ali@ieee.org, amst.bd@gmail.com
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IEEE RUET Student Branch is one of most promising student
branch with a group of vibrant members. From the
beginning this branch has proved it's potentiality by
organizing different types of national & international
technical seminars, workshops and so on. Last year a
workshop on Entrepreneurship was successfully organized
by our branch. This year, for the 2nd time in a row, we are
going to organize ETCell Weekend 2014. The main target
of this event is to spread entrepreneurial knowledge
among the students and to link up with renowned
entrepreneurs & investors of Bangladesh. I feel very proud
of being with this branch since last 4 years.
Md. Aliullah Sujan
4th year student, Dept. of EEE, RUET
Chair: 2013-present
Secretary: 2012-2013
Treasurer: 2011-2012
IEEE RUET Student Branch
Email: aliullah.sujan@ieee.org
"Most Promising Student Branch" awarded IEEE RUET
Student branch is one of the most effective and self-reliant
student branch in Bangladesh under IEEE Bangladesh
Section in Region 10. In accordance with the following
years, IEEE RUET SB is organizing entrepreneur based
seminar and idea contest, named "ETCell Weekend
2014"on 19-20 June, 2014. I would express my extreme
thanks and gratitude to The American Center, U.S.
Embassy, Dhaka for their support in this event. I hope and
believe one day there will be an entrepreneurship
evolution in Bangladesh and IEEE RUET SB is promising to
be a part on that evolution.
Finally my warm thanks to all my teachers, seniors, my
Chair and Secretary and my loving juniors for their
awesome volunteer support till the declaration of the
event.
Mohd. Ebadur Rahman
EEE-09
Vice- Chair: 2013-present.
Treasurer: 2012-2013.
IEEE RUET Student Branch
Email: ebad.eee@ieee.org
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IEEE is the most leading organization in these days for the
engineers. All the engineers are capable of sharing their
invented ideas in the same platform. IEEE RUET Student
Branch has started to made this platform in the year 2009.
This is the second time ETCell Weekend 2014 is going to be
held. On the basis of response on ETCell Weekend 2014,
we again got the interest to organize this event. We have
organized many more events successfully and wishing to
organize many other events for the students to get much
more acquainted with the technology. Entrepreneurship is
very highlighted topic for the engineers of Bangladesh . So
we have taken a few steps for this new comer engineers
to choose to be an entrepreneur. ETCell Weekend 2014 is
an outcome of this.
Regards,
Tushar Sarkar
Student Co-ordinator: 2012-2013
Secretary: 2013-2014
IEEE RUET Student Branch.
Email: tushar.sarkar@ieee.org

We, IEEE RUET Student Branch introduced ETCellCamp
Summer last year which was one of the functional
workshops organised by us. This year we come up with
ETCell Weekend 2014. Our aim is to introduce
entrepreneurship among the students who are interested
in self employment. We are expecting that the
participants will be able to develop their skill and
knowledge about blending entrepreneurship and
technology and find the entrepreneur in them.
Regards,
Faria Nawer
EEE'10
Treasurer:2013-Present
IEEE RUET Student Branch
Email: farianawer2011@gmail.com
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We, IEEE RUET Student Branch, would like to welcome you
all to Entrepreneurship and Technology Cell weekend
2014. In the previous year we organized ETCell Camp
Summer 2013 which was quite successful. We expect the
same this time too that we will be able to explore the
innovative ideas of participants and make them
interested in entrepreneurship through this event.
Regards,
Fahmida Ahmed Antara
Dept-EEE'10
Student Co coordinator : 2013-Present
IEEE RUET Student Branch
Email:Fahmida.a.antara@ieee.org

A WAY TO THE INFINITY

K. M. Nasim
Former Chair, IEEE RUET Student Branch.
The IEEE RUET Student Branch was founded in the academic year
2009-2010. Since then, the Branch has been one of the most
active branches established under IEEE Bangladesh Section. IEEE
RUET SB in turn does occupy a significant situate among many
other branches in Region 10. The strategy of IEEE RUET Student
Branch is to handle a series of activities and facilitate services for
its members allowing them to keep up with the new technologies
emerging everywhere. The cause of establishing the branch was
to motivate students to get ahead of their boundaries, stop
restricting themselves within university and allow them to carry
themselves to a national and international level.
I became the member of the branch at the beginning of 2010 just
after a few months of its formation. From the year of 2009-2010 the
branch has been really active as it was assisted by some energetic
members.
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The first major achievement of IEEE RUET SB was winning the 1st
ever IEEE Ethics Competition with award money of 400 $ in
Bangladesh Section in 2010 and fortunately I was one of the three
of that wining team. It was really a great news for us. In the
following year I attended IEEE Region 10 student-GOLD-WIE
congress in Auckland, New Zealand as one of the five delegates
from Bangladesh and got the chance to represent our newly
established student branch there.
We always believe to deliver the required up-to-date technical
and nontechnical knowledge to engineering students and fresh
graduates. From the year 2009 to 2011 we organized several
workshops and seminars to make student aware of current
technological advancement. Besides, we continued to enrich the
number of members.
2012 was the busiest year for the student branch. We organized
international seminar for the first time in this year. Besides there
were several national seminars, workshops and microcontroller
based electronic project contest. This year we introduced 1st IEEE
Bangladesh Section Student/GOLD Congress. We set a standard
for the rest student branches of our section. This year I was
promoted to the branch chair after successful completion of my
treasurer and vice chair post in two consecutive years. And the
happiest moment was seeing myself receiving the most vibrant
student volunteer award of IEEE Bangladesh Section in 2012.
2013 was also a great year for us. We were awarded the Most
Promising Student Branch award'13 of IEEE Bangladesh Section.
We introduced ETCell for the first time in Bangladesh. And there
were some workshops with hundreds participants. I along with
three more members attended IEEE Region 10 congress in India.
I can still feel those days in my heart. I can remember, we
organized many program successfully when we were only 10 to 15
members. Thanks to my mates without whom we could not reach
to this level. Special thanks to our honorable teachers for their
continuous support. Now the branch is not a baby anymore. It is
increasing and will be! Hope the energetic faces will continue the
image what we have acquired. Expectations are unlimited just like
the way itself. Just keep believing you.
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Entrepreneurship : Personal story
Prof. Dr. Muhammad Abdul Goffar Khan

Being inspired from ETCell Summer Camp held at RUET last year, I
have started my own enterprise few months back. I am not going
to tell you the name or position of my enterprise here, because
people may take this as advertisement of my farm. Rather I will
share few of my experiences which I gathered by this time.
Regarding the sharing of experience, I tell you another story. A boy
decided to go America for higher study. He found another boy
who is already there. He requested him for some advice. He
described some of his good and bad stories, at the conclusion he
told, "Experience should be earned, not shared". So those who are
listening (reading) my personal story, do not trust me, rather start
your own business and earn experience of your own.
The vision of my enterprise is many folded, truly speaking to solve
all problems related to all branches of engineering, means
whether it is Electrical, Civil or Mechanical. I have started training
people different engineering courses, divided in few short courses.
I have planned some beginner's course, some advance courses
and finally some expert courses. I thought people will start from the
basic, then advance forward and finally become expert. But very
soon I discovered that people are very clever and smart. They do
not like basic courses, as they thought they already know the
basic, the almighty kindly has created them with the basic, at the
time they born on this earth! So, I was compelled to start with the
advance course. People were happy.
I observed that people are very lazy; they forget to switch OFF
their light, even if it is daytime. I designed a 'Fix and Forget' type
emergency lamp which will glow only at night, and only when if
there is no electricity. I used a photocell to sense the light of the
environment and an electronic circuit to process it such that my
lamp is automatically switched OFF if there is light already present
around it. I thought it will be very helpful for people, because it will
give you light as and when necessary and you do not need to
switch it OFF, by spending your precious time and energy.
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But once again, I found people are very intelligent. They started to
use it as a general purpose lamp, even in daytime, suppose within
the room having insufficient light. They discovered many faults of
my lamp, (i) It does not glow fully in daytime, (ii) It starts lighting if
my hand or part of my body comes close to it ( actually the
photocell is covered), and so on. They found solution of their
problem also; they used Black tape or paper to hide the eye of
the photocell. Some of them are more advanced, they rapped it
with a piece of cloth or towel ! Finally I changed my design,
removed the photocell. People are happy.
I appointed a young technician for my farm. He used to do all the
technical works but forget to clean the work place at the end of
the day. So I asked him to look for a floor boy who will keep the
room clean, bring water, make tea, serve the guests etc. Now I
found the technician very energetic. He proposed me that he is
ready to do all the tasks of the floor boy if I pay him half of the
salary which I decided to pay to the floor boy. I agreed. Few days
later demand of my product was suddenly increased. I needed
another person to complete the job order in time. Once again my
technician came forward. He proposed me that he will do work
after the scheduled office time, even on the weekly holydays. I
told him that in that case he will get half remuneration for the
overtime period. He agreed. We both are happy.
So gentlemen, come forward and start your own enterprise. Be All
Happy!!!!!
*Writer is a teacher in EEE, RUET for long 30 years. He is the author of few text books,
more than 50 technical papers, have participated more than 20 conferences, was
the organizer of several national and international conferences, workshops, short
courses etc. He designed few electronic items also, ready for commercial
production. Recently he opened his technical farm.
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†MŠiegq w`b¸‡jv

IEEE RUET Student Branch

†gvt ivqnvb ‡PŠayix

(061064) ZIB ‡KŠkj wefvM, iæ‡qU

iæ‡q‡U ïiæi w`‡K Avgv‡`i A‡b‡Ki g‡b GKUv cÖkœ RvMZ| iæ‡q‡U ‡Zgb ‡Kvb
‡mwgbvi, IqvK©kc wKsev wm‡¤úvwRqvg n‡Z ‡`wLbv ‡hgbUv Ab¨vb¨ BwÄwbqvwis
fvwm©wU‡Z n‡Z ‡`Lv hvq| Ggb ‡Kvb ÷y‡W›U G‡mvwm‡qkb ‡bB hviv GB me wb‡q
KvR Ki‡e| covïbvi cvkvcvwk cÖhyw³ wb‡q KvR Kiv, wPšÍv fvebv ‡kqvi Kivi gZ
‡Kvb cø¨vUdg© ‡bB GLv‡b|
2009 mv‡ji ïiæi w`‡K ZIB ‡KŠkj wefv‡Mi bvwmiæ¾vgvb m¨vi GKw`b K¬v‡m
K_v cÖm‡½ AvBBBB iæ‡qU ÷y‡W›U eªvÂ m¤ú‡K© Avgv‡`i mv‡_ Av‡jvPbv K‡ib
Ges eªvÂ I‡cwbs G Avgv‡`i AvMÖ‡ni K_v Rvb‡Z Pvb| Gi wKQy w`b ci GKw`b
‡gvt Avãyj Mddvi Lvb m¨vi , ‡`‡jvqvi ‡nv‡mb m¨vi I bvwmiæ¾vgvb m¨vi
Avgv‡`i gv‡S hviv GB welqwU wb‡q AvMÖnx Zv‡`i wb‡q GKUv wgwUs K‡ib| ‡mLv‡b
05 Ges 06 e¨v‡Pi ÷y‡W›Uiv Dcw¯’Z wQ‡jb| ‡mB wgwUsG iæ‡qU ÷y‡W›U eªvÂ Gi
ïiæUv wKfv‡e n‡e, Avgv‡`i j¶¨, D‡Ïk¨, msweavb, m`m¨c` wbeÜb me wKQyi
Dci GKUv Lmov Av‡jvPbv nq|
AZtci bvbv cÖwZK~jZv I Awdwmqvj dg©vwjwU ‡k‡l 16B ‡m‡Þ¤^i, 2009 G
AvBBBB iæ‡qU ÷y‡W›U eªvÂ Zvi cÖ_g Gw·wKDwUf KwgwU I 28 Rb dvDbWvi
‡g¤^vi wb‡q hvÎv ïiæ K‡i| ïiæ‡Z me wKQy ¸wQ‡q ‡bIqv, evrmwiK Kg© cwiKíbv,
Ab¨vb¨ ÷y‡W›U eªvÂ I evsjv‡`k ‡mKk‡bi mv‡_ wb‡R‡`i cwiwPwZ me wgwj‡q
A‡bK P¨v‡j‡Äi gy‡LvgywL n‡Z n‡q‡Q| ZeyI Avgiv ‡_‡g _vwKwb| G‡Kici GK
‡mwgbvi, IqvK©kc, ‡ccvi Kw¤úwUkb Av‡qvRb I Ab¨vb¨ ÷y‡W›U eªv‡Âi ‡cÖvMÖv‡g
AskMÖn‡Yi gva¨‡g wb‡R‡`i fyj ÎywU ms‡kva‡bi ga¨w`‡qB G¸‡Z _v‡K Avgv‡`i
c_ Pjv| m`¨ f~wgô eªvÂwU nvwUnvwU cv cv K‡i K‡i wb‡Ri AbvMZ c_ wPb‡Z ïiæ
K‡i Ges AvR ‡m A‡bKUvB cwic°|
Avgv‡`i g~j ‡h D‡Ïk¨ wQj Zv nj wb‡R‡K Ges GKBmv‡_ iæ‡qU‡K cÖhyw³
fvebvq Ab¨vb¨ wek¦we`¨vjq¸‡jvi mv‡_ GKUv ‡hvMm~Î ‰Zwii gva¨‡g Avgv‡`i
‡ckv`vwi `¶Zv Dbœq‡bi PP©v ïiæ Kiv| GLv‡bB ‡QvU cwim‡i GKUv Kg©m~Px
Av‡qvR‡bi gva¨‡g GKwU wU‡gi g‡a¨ ‡_‡K wmwbqi, Rywbqi I mgK¶‡`i mv‡_
KvR K‡i wb‡Ri Kg©`¶Zv, AvbyMZ¨Zv I m‡e©vcwi ‡bZ…Z¡ `v‡bi `¶Zv AR©‡bi
cÖqvm Pvjv‡bv hv cieZ©x Kg©Rxe‡b wb‡Ri ‡ckv`vwi e¨w³Z¡ weKv‡k mnvqK n‡e|
Gi c‡ii MíUv nq‡Zv A‡b‡KiB Rvbv... ax‡i ax‡i eªv‡Âi m`m¨ msL¨v evo‡Z
_v‡K| Avgviv 06 wmwiR K¨v¤úv‡m _vKv Ae¯’v‡ZB 08 I 09 wmwi‡Ri ‡ekwKQy
D`¨gx ÷y‡W›U eªvÂ m`m¨ wn‡m‡e ‡hvM ‡`q| hv‡`i K_v bv ej‡jB bv| Avwg GK
ev‡K¨ eje "They made us proud beyond expectationÓ |
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‡h‡Kv‡bv wKQy ïiæ Kiv hZUv mnR Zvi ‡P‡q A‡bK ‡ewk KwVb Zv Pjgvb ivLv|
Kv‡i›U ‡g¤^vi‡`i Rb¨ GUv A‡bK eo GKUv P¨v‡jÄ Zviv wKfv‡e Zv‡`i eªv‡Âi
Rb¨ cieZ©x GKwUf ‡g¤^vi ‡i‡L hv‡e| ZvB eªv‡Âi cÖwZwU Rywbqi ‡g¤^vi‡K cÖ‡gvU
Kiv nq Zviv ‡hb cieZ©x‡Z eªvÂ‡K mvg‡bi w`‡K wb‡q ‡h‡Z cv‡i|

‡mB avivevwnKZvq 09, 10 I 11 wmwi‡Ri KvR ‡`‡L Avwg cÖv³b GKRb ‡g¤^vi wn‡m‡e
eªvÂ‡K wb‡q h‡_ó Avkvev`x| I‡`i Kv‡Ri cÖwZ AvMÖn, GKvZ¥Zv I ‡gŠwjKZv mwZ¨B
A‡bK ‡ewk ‡KŠkjx I djcÖm~| AvBBBB iæ‡qU ÷y‡W›U eªvÂ wb‡q Avgv‡`i ‡h my`~icÖmvix
cwiKíbv Zvi GKwU nj GwU‡K ÷y‡W›U eªvÂ ‡_‡K ‡mKk‡b iæcvšÍwiZ Kiv| Gi Rb¨
Aek¨ Avgv‡`i Kv‡Ri cwimi I ‡g¤^vi‡`i m¤ú…³Uv evov‡Z n‡e| Avi GKwU n‡jv
wbqwgZfv‡e eQ‡i wKsev `yeQ‡i AšÍZ GKwU AvšÍR©vwZK gv‡bi Kg©m~Px Av‡qvRb Kiv|
Avwg Rvwb GB KvR¸jv Avgv‡`i K¨v¤úv‡m KivUv KZUv KwVb| ZeyI eje GgbUv Kiv
Avgv‡`i Rb¨ G‡Kev‡iB Am¤¢e wKQy bv| Avgv‡`i eªv‡Âi eqm gvÎ 5 eQi n‡jI Avgiv
GB AeKvVv‡gvi gv‡S AvR ‡h Ae¯’v‡b AvwQ Zv mwZ¨ A‡bK cÖksmvi `vwe iv‡L Ges
Avgv‡`i c~e©eZ©x cwimsL¨vb e‡j Avgiv PvB‡j A‡bK wKQyB Ki‡Z cvwi|
m‡e©vcwi iæ‡q‡Ui mKj QvÎ, wk¶K, Awdwmqvj, AvBBBB iæ‡qU ÷y‡W›U eªv‡Âi
KvDwÝji I GWfvBRi m¨vi‡`i me mgq me Kv‡R Avgv‡`i cv‡k _vKvi Rb¨ eªv‡Âi Gi
c¶ ‡_‡K AvšÍwiK ab¨ev`| cvkvcvwk ‡Zvgv‡`i Rb¨ ïfKvgbv hviv GB eªvÂ ‡K wb‡q
fv‡ev Ges covïbvi cvkvcvwk Gi Rb¨ KvR K‡i hv”Q|
my›`i ‡nvK iæ‡qU K¨v¤úvm, my›`i ‡nvK Avgv‡`i cÖhyw³ fvebv|
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Wireless IMU for sports monitoring
Dr. Ajay Krishno Sarkar

Assistant Professor, EEE, RUET
Applications of electronics in sports and health monitoring are not
new but the facilities developed within this research field for the
last two decades are amazing. One of the impressive systems
devised by the smart works by the researchers is wireless IMU
(Inertial Measurement Unit). The thought was engendered from
the well-known INS (Inertial Navigation System), a navigation aid
that uses a computer, motion sensors (accelerometers) and
rotation sensors (gyroscopes). INS can continuously calculate the
position, orientation, and velocity (direction and speed of
movement) of a moving object. IMU using the similar type of
devices was developed to serve the same purpose for the limbs of
a sport participant and/or sport implement with the facility to
continuously record digital data from a motion (bat, stick, racquet
and/or limbs of batter, swimmer, golfer etc.) and send to remote
computer by wireless protocol. Those data can be used for further
analysis to establish the relationship among the variables (for
instance, relations among bat/stick/racquet speed, arm speed,
arm mass, bat/stick/racquet mass and their moment of inertia
etc.), spatio-temporal identification of limbs and/or sport
implements postures to extract the key features of a sport
signature. Amazingly, Real-time (while participant in performance
condition) document can provide the direct feed-back to the
participants about the performed parameters for instant possible
corrections; while post-processing document provide the insights
for enhancement of performance for recent, intermediate and
long term basis and steps for injury prevention.
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Nanotechnology and
its Applications
Dr. Md. Faruk Hossain

Assistant Professor, Dept. of EEE, RUET
The aim of this article is to describe elaborately the importance of
Nanotechnology. At first I want to discuss about the term "Nano"
and then to mention different applications sector where the
nanotechnology has main role.
Nanotechnology draws its name from the prefix "nano". A
nanometer is one-billionth of a meter-a distance equal to two to
twenty atoms (depending on what type of atom) laid down next
to each other. Nanotechnology refers to manipulating the
structure of matter on a length scale of some small number of
nanometers, interpreted by different people at different times as
meaning anything from 0.1 nm (controlling the arrangement of
individual atoms) to 100 nm or more (anything smaller than
microtechnology). At the small end of this scale, the structure is
controlled to atomic precision-each atom is exactly where it
should be for the optimum function of the material or the device.
The Foresight Institute is focused on this small end of the scale:
atomically-precise manufacturing or "molecular manufacturing".
The impact of nanotechnology has extended from its medical,
ethical, mental, legal and environmental applications, to fields
such as engineering, biology, chemistry, computing, materials
science, and communications.Major benefits of nanotechnology
is included to improve manufacturing methods, water purification
systems, energy systems, physical enhancement, nanomedicine,
better food production methods, nutrition and large scale
infrastructure auto-fabrication. Nanotechnology's has reduced
size may allow for automation of tasks which were previously
inaccessible due to physical restrictions, which in turn may reduce
labor, land, or maintenance requirements placed on
humans.Potential risks include environmental, health, and safety
issues; transitional effects such as displacement of traditional
industries as the products of nanotechnology become dominant,
which are of concern to privacy rights advocates. These may be
particularly important if potential negative effects of nanoparticles
are overlooked.
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Receive Donations & Investments Through Website
Engr. Md. Sharafat Ali

Assistant Engineer (R&D), 3ENGINEERS
Graduate Student Member, IEEE
Crowdfunding is an idea to raise fund for new & unique projects
developed by upcoming entrepreneurs and they have recently
started their activities in Bangladesh. Crowdfund Bangladesh aims
to be the preferred home for crowd funding in Bangladesh. They
are providing a funding platform for many projects including
e-commerce and technology related projects. They invite projects
specifically from entrepreneurs that have ground breaking
products but lack financing to take their business to the next level.
It is an idea to bring together entrepreneurs and risk capital
through crowd funding.
Crowdfund also invites entrepreneurs that want to sell their
products through relying on micro pledges from the Bangladeshi
community to raise funds for the projects on Crowdfund
Bangladesh. No pledge is too small or too big. It's a step to bring
together entrepreneurs and raise capital through crowd funding.
There are no limits to the type of project that can be funded here.
Crowdfund is full of various projects that are brought to life
through the support of entrepreneurs around the world and
anticipate thousands of people to pledge their support for the
projects. Crowd funding is a rising phenomenon around the globe.
They invite projects specifically from the students that have
ground breaking ideas but lack the financing and expertise to
commercialize their ideas. Most entrepreneurs have funded their
ventures in similar ways; not just with help from large patrons, but
by soliciting money from smaller patrons, often called subscribers.
The idea of crowd funding is totally new in Bangladesh and only a
few people know about its existence & motive. If we can use this
idea intelligently it can be very helpful for entrepreneurs in
Bangladesh as it has set examples of raising funds for
entrepreneurs in countries like USA.
Website reference: http://www.crowdfundbangladesh.com/
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Higher Study Abroad (HSA) Foundation
Tanmoy Das

IPE-06, RUET, MSIE, Florida State University, USA
Higher Study Abroad (HSA) Foundation is a Nonprofit Organization
in Bangladesh. Many a person wants to go abroad for higher
study, but for information gap in Bangladesh, a lot of students
cannot make it happen. HSA's ultimate goal is to provide all
necessary information relating to higher study abroad. HSA
website is http://www.higherstudyabroad.com HSA afford sister
concerns in various countried in the world. HSA also have active
facebook group, separately, for every public & private universities
in Bangladesh.
For more than three years, we are working on different zone from
application process of higher study to living style in abroad. We
have experts from different universities around the world from USA,
Canada, Australia, Germany & so on. Suppose, you need
someone from Arlington, Texas. We are here to connect
respective people with you.
HSA full length video classes, fully free, on GRE, TOEFL & IELTS.
Useful link: http://www.higherstudyabroad.com/videos/. A
facebook page of 75,000 members are accelerated by HSA to
answer numerous questions of aspirants. HSA is, always, trying to
help all aspirants with all kind of information relating to Masters &
PhD.
HSA also have a thread to ask questions;
http://www.higherstudyabroad.com/askhsa/index.php/
We arrange countrywide seminars and workshops with speakers
from top-ranked universities from all around the world. We make
engaging video clips and courses which are interactive,
informative and fun to learn. Our huge pool of altruists generate
original publications on a regular basis. We use the power of social
networking to answer any study abroad related questions, from
students and faculties residing all over the world, in minutes. Most
importantly, you know nothing about higher study, HSA will be with
you in your whole journey including test preparation, applying to
university, visa suggestions & lifestyle in abroad.
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Program

Timetable

Day 1 : 19 June 2014
Hour
08:00
09:00
09:30
09:45
10:00

Details
Registration
Opening Ceremony
Tea Break
Reporting for Idea Contest
Session 1 : Entrepreneurship & Future Start-ups

10:45
12:45
15:30
16:00
16:30

Pitch Your Idea
Lunch & Prayer Break
Workshop on planning for product development
Story Telling
Session 2 : Entrepreneurship & Business Planning
Speaker : Prof. Dr. Md. Mosharraf Hossain, Head, Dept. of IPE
Tea Break
Session 3 : Perception of an Entrepreneur
Speaker : Prof. Dr. Anwarul Hasan Sufi
Closing of Day 1

17:15
17:30
18:15

Speaker: Atiqur Rahman Sarker Sohel, CEO of MUSPANA Filament
.
Engineering
Ltd

Day 2 : 20 June 2014
Hour
09:00
09:30

Details
Reporting & Breakfast
Session 4 : Technology & Entrepreneurship

10:45
12:00
15:00
17:30
19:30
20:00

Mentoring & Develop Your Idea (free time for selected 12 ideas)
Prayer Break
Final Presentation for Idea Contest
Tea Break
Closing Ceremony
Gala Night – Prize Giving & Grand Dinner

Speaker: Mahmudul Hasan Sohag, Chairman of OnnoRokom Group
CEO of rokomari.com
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Technical Committee:
Prof. Dr. Muhammad Abdul Goffar Khan
Engr. K. M. Nasim
Engr. Md. Sharafat Ali

Host Sub-Committees

Program Committee:
Prof. Dr. S. M. Abdur Razzak
Md. Aliullah Sujan
S M Nahid Siraj
Faria Nawer
Khandakar Shabbir Ahmad

Registration Committee:
G K M Hasanuzzaman
Mohd. Ebadur Rahman
Fahmida Ahmed Antara
Md. Shakhawath Hossain
Md. Abdul Al Azmain
Shoumik Hasan Dip
Refreshment Committee:
Dr. Md. Masud Rana
Tushar Sarkar
Imam Mehedi Hasan
Tasnim Binte Shawkat
Mofrat Shahriar Shazal
S M Mayeen Hasan
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Speaker Profile
Mahmudul Hasan Sohag
Chairman
OnnoRokom Group
CEO, rokomari.com
sohag@onnorokom.com
+8801819 496 040

Md. Atiqur Rahman Sarker
CEO
MUSPANA Filament Engineering Ltd.

Prof. Dr. Md. Mosharraf Hossain
Head
Dept. of IPE, RUET.

Dr. Anwarul Hasan Sufi
Professor, Department of Psychology
University of Rajshahi
sufi@ru.ac.bd
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Members Record
Abdur Rakib

A. S. M. Asadujjaman

Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd
A & S Engineer, IN-VAS
Dhaka, Bangladesh
Nov 27, 2013 to present
rakib.ete@gmail.com

Orascom Telecom
Bangladesh Ltd. (Banglalink)
Automation & Innovation
Team Leader
Dhaka, Bangladesh
+8801670730332
ua741c@yahoo.com

Kanij Fatema

Md Mizanur Rahman

Assistant Engineer (E/M)
BCS (Public Works)

Electrical Engineer

Ministry of Housing and
Public Works

MOBILE: +880-1670619823

Build trade Foils Ltd.
james05eee@gmail.com

Government of the Peoples'
Republic of Bangladesh
+8801557256693
kanijbithy@gmail.com

Abdullah Al Bashit (Dinar)

Ahmad Rushd

Bangladesh Power Development Board
Assistant Engineer
Dhaka, Bangladesh
Apr 13, 2014 to present
+8801554633182
eeebashit@gmail.com

Energypac Engineering Ltd.
Senior Engineer
+8801722996221
+8801755551198
torushd@gmail.com

Amit Banarjee

Anisur Rahman

Global Heavy Chemicals Ltd.
Engineering Executive
Dhaka, Bangladesh
Sep 2013 to present
+8801915686936
eeeab06@gmail.com

Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia
Graduate Research Assistant
Bangi, Malaysia
Feb 27, 2012 to present
The National University of Malaysia
+06182483155
eeeanisur@gmail.com
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G K M Hasanuzzaman

Jessica Zaman Tonu

European Standard School
Senior Teacher
Sep 15, 2013 to present
Department of Physics
+8801726935467
jessicatonu@yahoo.com

Lecturer
Department of Electrical
and Electronic Engineering
Rajshahi University of
Engineering & Technology
g.kibria82@yahoo.com

Mohammod Abdul Motin

Md. Mamunur Rashid

Mahbubur Rahman Rumman

Meftahul Ferdaus Alvi

Bangladesh Power Development Board (BPDB)
Assistant Engineer (Electrical)
Dhaka, Bangladesh
Dec 17, 2013 to present
Prime University, Dhaka
Lecturer · Dec 12, 2012 to Dec 15, 2013
+8801616282829
engr.rumman@gmail.com

International Islamic University Malaysia
Feb 2013 to 2014
Master of Science
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Gombak, Kuala Lampur
+880182994759
ferdaus57@gmail.com

Mohammad Rafique

Nashid Rahman Tonmoy

Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia
Graduate Research Assistant
Past: Transcom Beverages Ltd,
Gulshan 2 and Filament
eeerafiqul@gmail.com

Assistant manager
Luskerpore Tea Estate
Duncan Brothers(BD) Ltd
+8801714258349
tonmoyeee@yahoo.com

Lecturer
Department of Electrical
and Electronic Engineering
Rajshahi University of
Engineering & Technology

Lecturer
Department of Electrical
and Electronic Engineering
Rajshahi University of
Engineering & Technology
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Rayhan Chowdhury

Sakib Rahman

Production Team Member
Youngone Corporation
Bangladesh
01552566198
rayhan_ruet_eee@yahoo.com

+8801710224252
msakib68@yahoo.com

Tanvir Hussain

Mahbub Hasan

Samsung R&D Institute
Bangladesh - SRBD
Senior Software Engineer
Dhaka, Bangladesh
Jun 29, 2012 to present
+8801534322817
bappi.ruet.eee@gmail.com

+8801717626390
masumm17@yahoo.com

Md. Asifur Rahman

Ashraful Hossain Howlader

Plant Engineer
Powertek Energy Sdn
Bhd. (Malaysia)
+8801858733116

+8801722095716
a_h_howlader@ymail.com

Baizid Khan

Iftekhar Alam Joseph

+8801710626963
mdbaizidkhan@gmail.com

+8801820557453
joseph.ruet@yahoo.com
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K M Nasim

Mahfuzur Rahman

Graduate student member
+8801670621063
+8801850465221
rusho.eee.08@gmail.com

Gentleman Cadet
Bangladesh Military
Academy(BMA)
42nd BMA special(EME)
+8801912102829
mrahman2153@yahoo.com

Md. Abdul Wahed

Md. Ahsanul Haque Chowdhury

Captain
The Bangladesh Army
+8801741021252
wahedruet@gmail.com

+8801717905311
raton.eee.08@gmail.com

Md. Imran Azim

Md. Nahid Hasan

+8801717210735
imran.azim89@gmail.com

+8801718628599
nahidxy@gmail.com

Md. Sharafat Ali

Mithila Tabassum

Assistant Engineer (R&D)
3Engineers
+8801723353535
+8801833350939
sharafat.ali@ieee.org
amst.bd@gmail.com

3136263863
tabassummithila008@gmail.com
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Redwan Ahmed Dipto

Rokibul Hossain Rajib

Member ID : 90880324
From : 31 December, 2009
+8801737465056
rokibulhossain0@gmail.com

+8801712498796
redwan.ruet.eee@gmail.com

Susanta Roy

Saurav Abid Rahman
+8801717144490
saurav.ruet08@ieee.org

Assistant Design Engineer,
KaigariParamarsha, Uttara, Dhaka
+8801920816293
engrsroy@gmail.com

Alamgir Kabir Munna

Tamal Sarkar

Assistant Engineer
PowerBreeze Engineering Ltd.
+8801722683849
munna081035@gmail.com

Lecturer, Dept of EEE
Bangladesh University of
Business & Technology
+8801717888803
tamal.eee.08@gmail.com

Tanvir Ahmed Faroque

Zinat Tasneem

+8801611084030
tanvir.ahmed.faroque@gmail.com

+8801719533263
tasneemzinat@gmail.com
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Ashib Jishan

Makhluk Hossain Prio

Student(8th semester)
+8801713682229
m.rahman.bd@ieee.org

Student(8th semester)
+8801722600669
makhlukpr158@gmail.com

Md. Ahsan Habib

Md. Aliullah Sujan

Student(8th semester)
+8801738114253
ahsanhabib091053@ieee.org

Student(8th semester)
+8801731926116
+8801674771169
aliullah.sujan@ieee.org

Mohd. Ebadur Rahman

Nashtarin Nur

Student(8th semester)
+8801611091018
+8801727291115
ebad.eee@gmail.com

Student(8th semester)
+8801675621688

Nusrat Nasmin Eva

Nazmus Sakib Shah

Student(8th semester)

Student(8th semester)
+8801737139254
shah091002@gmail.com

+8801770807063
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Rocky Chandra Das Kazal

Sarowar Hossain Royal

Student(8th semester)
+8801747002726
srprocky@gmail.com

Student(8th semester)

S M Nahid Siraj

Tushar Sarkar

Student(8th semester)
+8801723596131
saiodsiraj@gmail.com

Student(8th semester)
+8801720845240
tushar.sarkar@ieee.org

Arindam Biswas

Fahmida Ahmed Antara

Student(6th semester)
+8801722962400
arindam.eee10@gmail.com

Student(6th semester)
+8801924470784
Fahmida.a.antara@ieee.org
antara.eee69@gmail.com

Faria Nawer

Imam Mehedi Hasan

Student(6th semester)
+8801744881007
farianawer2011@gmail.com

Student(6th semester)
+8801744521404
imammehedi.h.bd@ieee.org

+8801710264606
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Imdad Jahid

Indrajit Misra

Student(6th semester)
+8801520103235
ijg101077@gmail.com

Student(6th semester)
indrajitmisra.ruet.10@gmail.com

Md. Abdul Al Azmain

Md. Akmam-ul-Haque

Student(6th semester)
+8801916788382
mdazmain.a.fahim@ieee.org

Student(6th semester)
+8801673917179
noweidhaque@gmail.com

Md. Shakhawath Hossain

Minar Ashique Tishan

Student(6th semester)
shakhawath.h.oshan@ieee.org

Student(6th semester)
+8801711386806
tishan150@gmail.com

Nabonita Mitra

Puspita Paul

Student(6th semester)

Student(6th semester)

+8801925563654

+8801720502045

+8801943700352

puspita.paul10@gmail.com

nobonita16@yahoo.com
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Sadia Binte Sohid

Sadia Enam

Student(6th semester)
+8801752201825
sadia.b.sohid@ieee.org

Student(6th semester)
+8801556313306
sadia.s.enam@ieee.org

Shadly Salahuddin

Shayban Nasif

Student(6th semester)
+8801674368958
shadlyd15@gmail.com

Student(6th semester)
+8801723592277
nasif.ruet_eee10@hotmail.com

Showmin Islam

S M Mohaiminur Rahman

Student(6th semester)

Student(6th semester)
+8801775328399
rahman.mohaimin101009@gmail.com

+8801673918032
mr.showmin.islam@ieee.org

Tahasin Ahmed Fahim

Tasneem Obaid

Student(6th semester)
+8801615232322
tahasin.fahim.bd@ieee.org

Student(6th semester)
+8801534386110
obaideee10@gmail.com
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Umma Hafsa Himi

Tasnim Binte Shawkat

Student(6th semester)
+8801758618307
ummahafsahimi@gmail.com

Student(6th semester)

Jyoti Prokash

Khandakar Shabbir Ahmad

Student(4th semester)
+8801740081388
jdpeee004@gmail.com

Student(4th semester)
+8801918437001
khandakarshabbir.rueteee@gmail.com

Md. Zahirul Islam

Md.Zubayer Bin Sharif

Student(4th semester)
+8801912-433700
mjahirul.rueteee@gmail.com

Student(4th semester)
+8801744-613596
zubayer.novel@gmail.com

Milton Kumar Kundu

Mofrat Shahriar Shazal

Student(4th semester)
+8801744-386354
mkkeee002@gmail.com

Student(4th semester)
+8801737940185
+8801620572340
mofrat.eee11@gmail.com

+8801916535043
tasnim1457@gmail.com
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Rifat Jahan Fatema

Rownok Ara Nasrin

Student(4th semester)
+8801934995973
rifatjahan.eee056@gmail.com

Student(4th semester)
+8801682111504
+8801762-33335
rodelamey94@gmail.com

Salahuddin Ahmed

Shams Sadat Mahmud Ullah

Student(4th semester)
+8801966152569
salahuddin.ruet@gmail.com

Student(4th semester)
+8801857-223274
sadatmahmud.eee@gmail.com

Shoumik Hasan Dip

S M Mayeen Hasan

Student(4th semester)
+8801736008662
mdshoumik.hasan.bd@ieee.org

Student(4th semester)
+8801717288967
mayeenhasan11@gmail.com

Abdur Rahman Nur

Hassanul Karim Rony

Student(2nd semester)
+8801718 823554
a.rahman95@gmail.com

Student(2nd semester)
+8801767 052709
hassanulkarim.roni@gmail.com
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Kamruzzaman Shuvo

Lamia Tul Mushtary

Student(2nd semester)
+8801949744820
kamruzzaman.ruet12@gmail.com

Student(2nd semester)
+8801788173073
lamiatitly12@gmail.com

Mahfizur Rahman Khan

M. Saifur Rahman

Student(2nd semester)
+8801723306813
mahfizur.ruet.eee12@gmail.com

Student(2nd semester)
+8801732576595
saifurrahman121042@gmail.com

Raihan Khalil

Saikot Baroi

Student(2nd semester)
+8801770290021
raihan.khalil.ruet@gmail.com

Student(2nd semester)
+8801930 502433
saikot987@gmail.com

Shawon Baroi

Rafiqul Islam

Student(2nd semester)
+8801767 052709
shawon0864@gmail.com

+8801722334353
rafiq08@gmail.com
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Mehadi Hassan Milan

Abu Sufian Siddique

Student(8th semester)

Student(4th semester)
sufian.siddique7@gmai.com

+8801721340847

Dristi Datta

Zaki Muhammad Shahriar

Student (8th semester)

Student(8th semester)
+8801724813691
zms.scout@ymail.com

+8801738206365
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